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You can watch the video(Youtube) about this document.

Legal Disclaimer
※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Copyright
ROPPOR Swarm Drone Software is registered with the Korea Copyright Commission and is protected
by copyright law.
Please note that unauthorized copying, use, and distribution of this software, as well as unauthorized
copying, use, and distribution of functions, function lists, function placement, user interfaces, and
design within the software, are in violation of copyright law.
ROPPOR Swarm Drone Trial Software may only be used for functional verification purposes, and
may not be used for commercial, educational, or business purposes.
If you have any copyright-related questions, please send your inquiries to staff@roppor.com and we
will sincerely review and respond.

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Limitation of Liability
ChemEssen Inc. is a software company. We are only responsible for the development and supply of
swarm drone software and does not actually operate drone aircraft. The hardware related to parts
and equipment, etc. and data such as mobile communication networks provided by us is only one
example of testing the products of various manufacturers and the services of mobile carriers and
confirming their integration with our software, and the durability of each hardware and mobile
communication network.
It does not guarantee the stability, the function for a specific purpose, etc.
The user is solely responsible for the selection, interlocking, and operation results of all hardware
and mobile communication networks outside the scope of the software.
Please select the hardware and mobile communication network that suits your purpose using the
free trial version, which is provided unlimitedly regardless of the duration and number of drones,
and be sure to verify its function, durability, stability, and malfunction. In addition, it is necessary to
check and comply with the relevant laws and regulations of the country when drones are actually
operated.
In addition to the software, the civil and criminal liability for all unforeseen circumstances and illegal
operation including errors, malfunctions, accidents, human damages and property damages that
may occur during interlock and operation of the drone body, parts, equipment, and mobile
communication network selected by the user lies with the user, not with ChemEssen, Inc.
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1. Set-up Procedure
It is a function equipped with C4D (Cinema 4D) R23 or higher that divides the surface of a 3D
object into equal sizes and helps to facilitate the production of drone show formations.

Prepare a 3D object to apply the [Remesh] function.

Activate the [Display>Gouraud Shading (Lines)] menu and check the mesh.
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Register 3D object in [Volume Builder].

Decreasing the [Voxel Size] brings out vitalizing the details of the object.
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Register [Volume Builder] to [Volume Mesher].

Register [Volume Mesher] to [Remesh].
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In [Polygon Type], you can set the mesh type to be applied to the 3D object with quad-dominant
or triangles.

You can specify the number of polygons by setting [Polygon Count] in [Polygon Target Mode].
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Mesh will be composed of 3D objects as many as you specify [Polygon Count].

Register [Sphere] to [Cloner].
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Change the Mode of [Cloner] to Object

Insert the created [Remesh] in Object.
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In [Distribution], apply the mesh distribution to [Vertex, Polygon Center] or the user's desired
setting.

<Polygon Center application>
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After releasing [Visible in Editor] of [Remesh], check the shape where the sphere is placed.

<The upper left red box [Make Editable] icon>
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After selecting [Cloner], click [Make Editable] to separate them into individual objects.
Using the generated drones, drone show performance formation can be produced.
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